
 
Job Description 

 

Position Title: Sales & Marketing Manager 
Department: Administration 

Reports To: Owner 

Supervises: Sales & Marketing Staff 
FLSA Status: Non-Exempt 

Last Revised/Approved: June 2016 
 

POSITION SUMMARY:  

The Sales & Marketing Manager is responsible for accomplishing business development activities by 

researching and developing marketing opportunities and plans; implementing sales and marketing plans; 

managing staff; and overseeing the maintenance of healthy, positive relationships with established 

wholesale customer accounts. 
 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 

1. Accomplishes marketing and sales human resource objectives by recruiting, selecting, orienting, 

training, assigning, scheduling, coaching, counseling, and disciplining employees; communicating 

job expectations; planning, monitoring, appraising, and reviewing job contributions; planning and 

reviewing compensation actions; enforcing policies and procedures. 

2. Achieves marketing and sales operational objectives by contributing marketing and sales 

information and recommendations to strategic plans and reviews; preparing and completing 

action plans; making suggestions for improving production, productivity, quality, and customer-

service standards; resolving problems; completing audits; identifying trends; determining system 

improvements; implementing change. 

3. Meets marketing and sales financial objectives by forecasting requirements; preparing an annual 

budget; scheduling expenditures; analyzing variances; initiating corrective actions. 

4. Determines annual and gross-profit plans by forecasting and developing annual sales quotas for 

regions; projecting expected sales volume and profit for existing and new products; analyzing 

trends and results; establishing pricing strategies; recommending selling prices; monitoring costs, 

competition, supply, and demand. 

5. Accomplishes marketing and sales objectives by planning, developing, implementing, and 

evaluating advertising, merchandising, and trade promotion programs; developing field sales 

action plans. 

6. Identifies marketing opportunities by identifying consumer requirements; defining market, 

competitor's share, and competitor's strengths and weaknesses; forecasting projected business; 

establishing targeted market share. 

7. Improves product marketability and profitability by researching, identifying, and capitalizing on 

market opportunities; improving product packaging; coordinating new product development. 
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8. Sustains rapport with key accounts by making periodic visits; exploring specific needs; 

anticipating new opportunities. 

9. Provides information by collecting, analyzing, and summarizing data and trends. 

10. Protects organization's value by keeping information confidential. 

11. Updates job knowledge by participating in educational opportunities; reading professional 

publications; maintaining personal networks; participating in professional organizations. 

12. Accomplishes marketing and organization mission by completing related results as needed. 

NON-ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:  

1. Performs other duties as assigned. 
 

GENERAL EXPECTATIONS: 

1. Be committed to the mission and vision of Avena Botanicals. 
2. Maintain open communication with all departments within the company; work as a member of the 

team in the performance of duties. 
3. Consistently maintain a positive attitude. 
4. Understand and work within company policies and procedures. 
5. Be reliable and trustworthy. 
6. Be well organized. 
7. Be punctual for scheduled work and use time efficiently. 
8. Perform duties in a conscientious and cooperative manner. 
9. Perform work in a timely fashion with a minimum of errors. 
10. Maintain confidence and protect the company by keeping confidential information concerning 

company business, its customers and its employees confidential. 
 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

The physical requirements described here are representative of those that must be met by the Incumbent 

to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to 

enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. 

While performing the duties of this Office, the employee is regularly required to sit, talk and hear.  

He/she will be required to stand, walk and use hands to employ production equipment, as well as office 

equipment including fingering a standard computer keyboard. The employee must be able to 

occasionally lift and/or move up to fifty (50) pounds.  Vision requirements include: close vision, distance 

vision, depth perception, and the ability to adjust focus.  
 

WORK ENVIRONMENT: 

The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those the incumbent 

encounters while performing the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be 

made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.  

The noise level in the work environment is relatively quiet. Some work time may be spent outdoors in all 

seasons and weather.  
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QUALIFICATIONS NEEDED FOR POSITION: 

Experience and Skill Requirements:  The following experience and skills are considered essential: 

 At least 2 years of management-level experience and 6 years of sales/marketing experience. 

 Some herbal experience is preferable, but an openness and interest is most important.  

 Have strong computer skills including Microsoft Office and, ideally, a CRM system. 

 Be able to work independently and as part of a team. 

 Extremely detail oriented with good organizational skills. 

 Excellent communication skills – both verbal and written, including the ability to document 
processes, procedures and policies.  

 Supervisory and/or leadership skills – a “Patient but Persistent” style is preferred, ability to 
maintain positive internal relations and to direct, supervise and motivate staff. 

 Independent judgment is needed to plan, prioritize and organize a diversified workload. 

 Ability to actively listen and to accept criticism. 
 

Education Requirements:  The following education requirements are considered essential: 

 Bachelor’s degree in Marketing or Business Development preferred, or equivalent combination 
of experience and training that provides the required knowledge, skills, and abilities.  

 Knowledge of herbal remedies that enhance people's health and well-being as well as 
biodynamics preferred. 

 

** All requirements and skills are considered to be essential, unless otherwise indicated. ** 

External and internal applicants, as well as position incumbents who become disabled as defined under 

the Americans With Disabilities Act, must be able to perform the essential job functions (as listed) either 

unaided or with the assistance of a reasonable accommodation to be determined by management on a 

case by case basis. 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer and the 

employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and requirements of the 

job change. 

 

_____________________________________________   ____________________________ 
  Employee Signature       Date 
 

_____________________________________________   ____________________________ 
  Supervisor Signature       Date 


